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Introduction: Except for a few notable excep-
tions, large-scale isotope homogenization is the rule
that prevailed in the early solar system. Departures
from this rule are referred to as isotopic anomalies.
These mass-independent variations have proven very
useful in the past for understanding how our solar
system formed and evolved.

At a small scale, large isotopic variations have
been found for some neutron rich nuclides in the Fe
mass region (50Ti and 54Cr) [1,2]. Although of a much
smaller magnitude, similar effects are also present in
planetary objects [3,4]. Iron possesses 4 stable iso-
topes, 54 (5.845 %), 56 (91.754 %), 57 (2.119 %),
and 58 (0.282 %). Interestingly, large isotopic
anomalies affecting the neutron-rich nuclide 58Fe
have also been found at a small scale [5], raising the
possibility that iron may be isotopically heterogene-
ous at a planetary scale.

Due to the huge abundance contrast between 56Fe
and 58Fe, measuring all the isotopes of Fe simultane-
ously is technically challenging. In most configura-
tions, when 58Fe ion intensity is high enough to be
measured at high precision, 56Fe saturates its collec-
tor. For this reason, most high precision investiga-
tions of iron isotope abundances have focused on the
3 most abundant isotopes, 54, 56, and 57. The results
obtained on a variety of objects [6-8], all fall on the
terrestrial mass fractionation line. This is not unex-
pected because the isotope that is the most likely to
vary is also the rarest, 58Fe. Because of analytical
difficulties, all the measurements of this isotope ob-
tained so far have been plagued by large uncertainties
(~ 5 ε at 2σ) [8-10]. The conclusion of these studies
is that, at this level of precision and at a large scale,
the solar system must have been homogenized for
58Fe. Our ability to judge the degree of homogeniza-
tion depends ultimately on the precision that is at-
tainable during analysis. What is qualified as homo-
geneous today may prove to be heterogeneous as
analytical capabilities improve. Here, we report the
accurate composition of all iron isotopes in terrestrial
samples and meteorites, with a precision that is one
order of magnitude better than what had been ob-
tained before for 58Fe (0.5 ε at 2σ).

With the discovery of isotope anomalies for Mo
[11-13] and Ru [14], it was recognized that some
heavy elements synthesized by the s-, p-, and r-
processes had escaped the global homogenization of
the solar system. Some of these measurements were
questioned recently [15,16]. The Mo anomalies ob-
served by [11,12] correlate between the various iso-
topes. These anomalies also correlate with isotopic
anomalies in Ru [17], recently measured by [14].
Furthermore, these correlations lie along lines pre-
dicted from the theory of s-process nucleosynthesis.
It is very unlikely that analytical artifacts affecting
different elements, in different laboratories, on dif-
ferent instruments, would correlate with each other
and would mimic so closely a process governed by
stellar physics. The variations measured for Mo and
Ru must be real. As suggested by [12], the most
likely host phase of these exotic compositions are
mainstream SiC condensed in the envelopes of low-
mass AGB-stars. Molybdenum, technetium, and ru-
thenium are known to have condensed quantitatively
in these grains. If other elements were also trapped in
SiC, then we should observe collateral isotopic ef-
fects for these elements as well.

Tungsten is an appealing candidate because it is
refractory and forms stable carbides, it has enough
isotopes to distinguish between various nucleosyn-
thetic sources, and some of its isotopes received large
contributions from the s-process. The 182Hf-182W
chronometer (t1/2=9 Ma) has proven very useful for
constraining the time scale of metal-silicate differen-
tiation on planetary objects, including the Earth [18].
One may wonder whether, in details, the s-process is
a troublemaker for the chronometer.

Iron: The chemistry and mass spectrometry for
high precision iron isotopic analyses were performed
at the Isotope Geochemistry Laboratory (IGL) at The
Field Museum, equipped with a GV Instruments Iso-
Probe MC-ICPMS. The isotopic composition of iron
must be corrected for natural and instrumental mass
fractionation in order to discuss the possible presence
of isotope anomalies. This was done by arbitrarily
fixing the 57Fe/54Fe ratio to a constant value and run-
ning terrestrial standards in between sample meas-
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urements. The isotopic composition of iron is ex-
pressed in ε units,

€ 

ε iFe = iFe/54 Fe( ) / iFe/54 Fe( )STD −1[ ] ×104 .
A method was developed that allows the determi-

nation of all iron isotopes with unprecedented preci-
sion. The isotopic composition of iron was measured
in various terrestrial and extraterrestrial samples (Fig.
1).
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 Fig. 1. Iron isotopic composition of a josephinite pebble
from Josephine Creek (JO), an anhydrous lherzolite from
Eifel (DD5), an Archean iron deposit from Isua (IFG), Al-
lende CV3.2 (ALL), and Eagle Station (ES-PAL). See text
for details and notations.

Josephinite (JO, Josephine Creek, USA) is the
only occurrence of natural metallic nickel-iron alloy
(Ni2Fe to Ni3Fe) on Earth. The main motivation for
analyzing this mineral was to test whether Fe iso-
topes could be precisely measured in Ni-rich sam-
ples. Indeed 58Ni, which is the most abundant isotope
of nickel (68.0769 %), can potentially interfere with
58Fe, the least abundant isotope of iron (0.282 %). If
Ni had not been separated from Fe in this sample, this
would have resulted in a 6×104 ε direct interference at
mass 58. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the measured com-
position for josephinite is within 0.3 ε and 0.5 ε of
the terrestrial composition for 56Fe and 58Fe, respec-
tively. An anhydrous lherzolite (DD5, Eifel massif,
Germany) was analyzed to test the separation on a
silicate matrix. Again, the measured composition is
identical within uncertainties to that of the standard
solution. Archean rocks show mass-independent
variations for S isotopes [19]. The present interpreta-
tion is that, with no ozone shield at that time, the at-
mosphere was transparent to deep UV radiation that
could photodissociate SO2-SO, a mechanism that is
known to create mass-independent isotopic effects.
Photo-oxidation of hydrated Fe2+ in oceans overlaid
by a transparent atmosphere might have caused the
precipitation of banded iron formations in the

Archean [20]. It is not known whether such a mecha-
nism can induce mass-independent effects. IF-G is an
IWG-GIT geostandard prepared from a large iron-ore
deposit in the 3.8 Ga old Isua supracrustal belt
(Greenland). No exotic effect has been observed in
this rock. Allende (CV3.2) and Eagle Station (ES-
PAL) are thought to have formed in the same region
of the nebula. This region was characterized by ex-
tremely anomalous isotopic compositions compared
to average solar system material. They therefore ap-
pear to be the most promising candidates to search
for isotope anomalies at a planetary scale. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, the iron isotopic composition is nor-
mal for these two meteorites (ε56Fe=0.05±0.30 and
ε58Fe=–0.01±0.55 for Allende, ε56Fe=–0.09±0.19 and
ε58Fe=–0.05±0.47 for Eagle Station). The solar neb-
ula was probably homogenized at a planetary scale at
the 0.2 ε and 0.5 ε level for 56Fe and 58Fe, respec-
tively.

Tungsten: Preliminary results on W have also
been obtained on various meteoritic samples at the
IGL at The Field Museum. These results seem to in-
dicate the presence of a s-process W component in
leaching experiments of primitive meteorites. This
signature is released when SiC grains are digested.
We are currently replicating these results at the Labo-
ratoire de Géochimie-Cosmochimie IPGP (Paris)
using N-TIMS.
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